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STAR TREK: EXCALIBUR

“BEGINNINGS & ENDINGS”
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CAPT. KEN HARRIS	
	CAPT. CAPRIATI
CMDR. THALOV	
	CMDR. CROUT
LT. KIM PENOAL	
	COMM OFFICER
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STAR TREK: EXCALIBUR

“ENDINGS/BEGINNINGS”

SETS

INTERIORS	EXTERIORS

EXCALIBUR	EXCALIBUR
	
	BRIDGE	SIERRA
	
	CORRIDOR	DRYDOCK

	CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS	DRYDOCK VEHICLES
	
	MESS HALL	KLINGON D-7's

  TURBOLIFT	MUSEUM SHIPS                            

  SICKBAY	SHUTTLE
	
	SHUTTLEBAY	
	
SIERRA

	BRIDGE
	
		

	

	



	

	

	






TEASER

FADE IN:


EXT. SPACE

USS Sierra orbits a planet

CUT TO:


INT BRIDGE

USS Sierra Bridge, camera rotates around the bridge, showing "everyday" operations, including CAPTAIN CAPRIATI (Captain, female, early 40's), COMMANDER CROUT (Science Officer, male, mid 50's), COMM OFFICER (smallish male Caitian [cat/human species]). Camera change focuses on backside of Crout at the Science Station. He turns and faces captain: 

					CROUT
Sir, we're picking up an anomaly off the starboard bow.

Camera change to opposite view, focuses on Capriati. Capriati stands, face shows surprise/shock.

					CAPRIATI
On screen, and enhance. It's been reported Klingons may be in the..."

CUT TO:


EXT. SPACE

Three Klingon D-7's decloak and open fire. Large explosions on the exterior of the Sierra.

CUT TO:

 
INT. BRIDGE

Explosions on the bridge. Camera angle sees the Captains chair straight on, as if from the View Screen.


CAPRIATI
Helm, evasive! Communications, raise Starfleet Command. We need assistance! Priority One! GO!


					COMM OFFICER
Aye sir!

(beat)

SIR! They're jamming our signals!


CAPRIATI
Try to break through!

Off more pops and sizzles (explosions)

FADE OUT:

END TEASER























ACT ONE

FADE IN:


EXT. SPACE

USS Excalibur is seen in Drydock, a few small craft moving about- A shuttle and a few HSM's. The camera does a pan around.

CUT TO:
 
INT. BRIDGE

Excalibur bridge shot, quarter angle so the communications is seen over the right should of the captain.
Seated in their positions is the crew, turned to face the Captain in their chairs: CAPTAIN KEN HARRIS (Captain, male, mid 40's), COMMANDER THALOV, LIEUTENANT AYLA BURNS (Comm Officer, female, mid 20's), LIEUTENANT KIM PENOAL (Helmsman, female, late 20's), LIEUTENANT SIAVOD (Science Officer, female Vulcan, Lt.) Thalov stands next to the Captain. Camera change, focuses on Harris

HARRIS
Captains Log- Having taken command of the USS Excalibur, NCC-1664, on Stardate *******, the ship is preparing for her first mission under my command -End log.

(beat)

Communications, log and note to Starfleet Command that command of this vessel is accepted.

Camera change, focuses on Burns.

BURNS
Aye sir. Starfleet Command acknowledges. They say we can launch when ready.

Harris- Taps intership comm button: 

					HARRIS
This is the Captain speaking. Departure stations, people. We're heading out."
CUT TO:


MONTAGE:

Various scenes around the ship interior show crew activity.

END MONTAGE:

CUT TO:


INT. BRIDGE

As they were.

HARRIS
Helm, departure procedures. Take us out. Full thrusters ahead."

PENOAL
Aye, sir. Full thrusters ahead."

Harris grins.

CUT TO:
EXT. SPACE

View of the Excalibur departing Drydock.

The Excalibur is shown passing the Starfleet Museum (lots of Pre-TOS Rom War ships here) then departing the solar system, having passed a few planets.

CUT TO:


INT. BRIDGE

USS Excalibur Bridge, camera rotates around the bridge, showing "everyday" operations. 

BURNS
Sir, we're picking up garbled transmissions on the Alpha channel, priority one.

HARRIS
On speakers.

Lots of static with a broken message:

					COMM OFFICER
This is the USS Sierra. Any ship in hailing distance, assistance required. We are under attack by Klingon forces! I repeat- We are under attack!

Penoal looks up in surprise.

					PENOAL
...Dad?

She turns to Harris: 

		PENOAL (CON’T)
Captain, my step father serves on that ship.

HARRIS
Cmdr. Crout.  

(beat)

Yes, I am aware of that. Yellow alert! All hands on standby!

Harris turns to the Science station, half looking at the science officer and the communications officer.

HARRIS (CON’T)
Get their co-ordinance to the Lieutenant. 

(He turns back to Penoal.) 

Once you have those co-ordinance, go to maximum warp."

SIAVOD
Location found. Transferring to the helm.





HARRIS
Very well.

(beat)

I'll be in my quarters. Notify me when we approach.
 
(to Thalov)

You have the bridge.

Thalov nods, and Harris gets out of his seat and heads to the turbolift. Thalov takes the captains chair.

Off his grim expression:

FADE OUT.

END ACT ONE



























ACT TWO

FADE IN:


EXT. SPACE

The Excalibur is seen ripping through space at high speed.

CUT TO:


INT. CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS

Harris, sitting in his quarters. Pans to show boxes and personal items not yet stowed. Orbits to show his wistful expression on last line.

					HARRIS (v.o)
Kim was right. I was wasting away with no assignment. But now, promoted to Captain, a command…and not just any command, but the Excalibur, I feel invigorated. Alive…

(beat)


		HARRIS (aloud)
and I'm talking to myself…

Harris starts writing a letter to his brother. The comm whistle interrupts.
BURNS (via com) 
Bridge to Captain Harris.

HARRIS
Harris here.

CUT TO:








INT. BRIDGE

As last seen.

BURNS
Sir, we are nearing the site of the Sierra. Sir…

(beat)

Sensors show the ship is still under attack. We are approximately one hour away.

CUT TO:


INT. CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS

Harris is troubled; his joy at earning command of Excalibur is gone.

HARRIS
Damn... Thank you. Lieutenant, patch me through to the rest of the ship."

BURNS (via com)
Aye, sir.

Harris pauses, collecting his thoughts before speaking into the comm:

HARRIS
This is the Captain." 

MONTAGE:

Various scenes around the ship interior show crew stop what they are doing and listening to the overhead and wall speakers. The Captains voice will carry through each of the scene changes.

HARRIS (via com)
Many of the command crew have served with me before..."

Stol on the bridge nodding, yes.

HARRIS (via com)
…and many times we've been through death and life together..." 

THALOV
More life than death, thanks the stars. 

Various scenes around the ship interior show crew listening.

HARRIS (via com)
…but it is not to these 'old hands' that this message is directed, but rather, to the newer crewmen. I was once in your position…

(beat)

I know the doubts and fears you must now be feeling. But the old crew has never failed, and I am confident you will not fail either. Working together, we will see this crisis through. Harris out.

CUT TO:


INT. MESS HALL

Chatter is heard in the background. Penoal is talking with Burns about her father.

PENOAL
Oh gods…

(beat)

What Ken must be going through…

(beat)

Captain Capriati is like a sister to him.

Penoal looks at the chronometer, and sees she needs to leave. 



PENOAL 
I'm due back on the bridge, Ayla. See you 	later. 

BURNS
You sure you're ok?

PENOAL
Positive, Ayla. I'm fine.

Behind Penoal, LIETUENANT COMMANDER WHITEHAWK (young Indian male, late 20's) walks towards her.

WHITEHAWK
Excuse me…

(beat)

There was a Commander Crout on the Sierra, wasn't there?

PENOAL
My father. Why?

WHITEHAWK
There was a Commander Whitehawk serving on it, too…

(beat)

My brother! 

Whitehawk slaps Kim! 

WHITEHAWK
And he'd still be alive if your father had done his job!

Off his livid expression:

FADE OUT.

END ACT TWO



ACT THREE

FADE IN:


INT. CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 

Harris is straightening his tunic. Satisfied, he rubs his stomach thoughtfully: He’s hungry.

					HARRIS
				(absentmindedly)
			I’ll just stop by the Mess Hall…

CUT TO:


INT. MESS HALL

Mess Hall doors open and Harris enters, just in time to be clobbered by Whitehawk. They both tumble back into the corridor.

PENOAL (o.c.)
My father did his job, mister!

Penoal stomps out into the hall to finish her point.

					 PENOAL
And in case you've forgotten, HE might die on the Sierra, too...?

People are standing around; lots of tension. Harris slowly extracts himself from the jumble of Whitehawk limbs. The color drains from Penoal’s face when she sees who Whitehawk collided with.

PENOAL
				(stuttering)
Cap-Captain Harris, sir.

(beat)

Ken…

Harris struggles to rise and get a look at the human battering ram that knocked him down. 
HARRIS
(irritated)
Lt. Cmdr. Whitehawk, isn't it?"

Whitehawk snaps up to attention.

WHITEHAWK
	(nervous)
Y-yes sir!

Harris’ glare sweeps the corridor and Mess Hall, and the crewmen stand at attention as it touches them.

HARRIS
Who started this?

CROWD 
	(unison)
We don't know, sir!

HARRIS
“We don't know, sir”

(beat)

I see. Well, I may not know who started it…But I know WHAT. We don't fully know what happened to the Sierra: It's our job to find out…But brawling and backbiting will only do the Klingon's job for them! Everyone here deserves to be treated and evaluated as an individual…and aboard MY ship, everyone WILL be. Is that understood?"

CROWD
(unison)
Perfectly, sir!

Harris walks over, gets a snack, and heads for a Turbo Lift, and stops. Turns to Penoal

HARRIS
Lt. Penoal, aren't you due on the Bridge?"

PENOAL
(nervously)
Yes sir. Thank you, sir. 
In the turbo lift, Harris smiles. 

CUT TO:


EXT. SPACE

The Excalibur shown, albeit different backgrounds than before, racing through space at great speeds.

CUT TO:

 
INT. BRIDGE

Harris enters and moves to the command chair. Thalov stand and moves to the right side.

THALOV
Sir, we have yet to be able to establish a commlink with the Sierra, but we are now in visual range.

HARRIS
On screen then.

The sight causes a look of surprise on Harris’ face and a ripple of tension throughout the room. 

CUT TO:

 
ON VIEW SCREEN

Three Klingon D-7's are coming towards the Excalibur. A battered but still active Sierra is behind them, giving chase.

CUT TO:

 
INT. BRIDGE

Harris taps the intercom.


HARRIS
All hands. Red alert! Battle stations! This is not a drill!

(back to bridge)

Helm, offensive pattern Omega!"

Stol and Penoal exchange looks.

PENOAL
Aye aye sir!

Penoal grins and works her board.



HARRIS
				(casual)
Stol, even for a Vulcan, if I recall right, you had fun with this maneuver."

Harris smiles, Thalov laughs: tension broken.

STOL
I fail to see how blowing up a Commodores ship in wargames while using this maneuver is humorous." 

Stoll is straight faced.

Harris motions to the screen, still smiling.

					HARRIS
On my mark, begin Omega.... MARK!

CUT TO:

EXT. SPACE

The Excalibur does a barrel roll through the middle of the three Klingon vessels, firing forward torpedoes and phasers. As the Excalibur passes the three Klingon vessels, it fires the rear torpedoes and phasers.

The Excalibur then comes about.

(the animators here can create any type of battle scene they want, but the Sierra must be heavily damaged, and the Klingon ships destroyed. There should be, interlaced into the battle scenes, bridge shots with sparks flying)


CUT TO: 

INT. BRIDGE

Varying shots around the bridge showing damage, but not heavy damage. There is one person injured- Stol, who fell into Penoal's consoles, hitting his head. There is green blood trickling from his skull, but he is ok.

Penoal, on the other hand, is in a stake of shock looking at Stol.

Off her shocked expression:

CUT TO:

INT. SICKBAY

Penoal enters Sickbay, walks over to Culdane and Stol, Culdane is working on Stol's head wound.

PENOAL
How is he, Doctor?

CULDANE
He'll be ok. Just a scratch.

There is moment of silence between them.

CULDANE
Is there something on your mind, Kim?

Penoal fidgets.

PENOAL
	(softly)
Can we talk in your office?.

CULDANE
Certainly.

Culdane puts some medical supplies away, looks at Stol, smiling.

		CULDANE
Ok, Stol. You're all patched up and ready to go. Try not to bump your head next time.

Stoll is straight faced.

STOL
(mumbling)
Humans.

Stoll gets up and leaves sickbay.

CUT TO:

INT. DR OFFICE

Culdane is seated behind her desk, Penoal is seated on the other side.

CULDANE
Ok. So what's bothering you, Lt.?"

PENOAL
It's a couple of things, Dr. 

(hesitation)

My brother was killed before my eyes when I was younger, and my mother was killed just a year later.

There’s an awkward pause as this sinks in.

CULDANE
And your father? Your biological father, I mean.

PENOAL
I never knew him.

CULDANE
I see. And with your step father, whom I am going to assume you had a close relatinship with, being on the Sierra, and with Stol being injured in front of you, you felt you saw history repeating itself?

PENOAL
Yes. Yes, that's it. I can't bear to see it happen again.

CULDANE
Well, Lt. Stol wasn't killed. He was just injured.







PENOAL
I realize that, Doctor. 

(hesitation)

I also realized it can happen again. The first thing that went through my mind was Ken. What if he is killed? I can't bear the thought of that.

CULDANE
Well, normally I would try to work someone through their psychological problems right here on the ship. But given it's a member of this ship that has you worried...

(pause)

I am going to recommend you transfer from the Excalibur. Join another ship.

PENOAL
Then I would find someone else to be worried about, Dr., and still worry about Ken amoung the stars, out there, away from me.

CULDANE
Well, it sounds like you have made up your mind already, but just aren't telling yourself that.

PENOAL
I suppose you're right.

(pause)

I shall put in my resignation from Starfleet.

CULDANE
If it will help, I can write up a report to add to that.

PENOAL
Thank you, Doctor.

Penoal stands up, turns to leave, then turns back to Culdane.

PENOAL
...for your time, and for being a good friend.

Penoal turns to leave, Harris walks in. They look at each other, Harris with concern in his eyes, Penoal with sadness. Penoal looks away, then walks away, leaving a perplexed Harris standing there.

Harris turns towards Culdane, perplexed.

HARRIS
...Doctor?

CULDANE
Have a seat, Ken.


Harris sits down.

CULDANE
Ken, how much do you know about Kim's past?

HARRIS
Quite a bit, Doc.

CULDANE
How much is "quite a bit"?

HARRIS
Well, I know she was raised by a step father, never having known her real father. Is that what this is about? Maybe I can go talk to her, if she feels responsible somehow.

CULDANE
No! ...Sorry, but no. That is not a good idea.
   (beat)
You see, Ken, the problem is you.

HARRIS
(beat)
Me?

CULDANE
Yes. Because of her traumatic past, and what she saw today, she feels she would relentlessly worry about you.

HARRIS
I... see.
(beat)
I still think I should talk to her. Reassure her.

CULDANE
She's leaving Starfleet.

HARRIS
WHAT? No no no.... She can't leave me.
(beat)
She means too much to me just to up and let her leave.

CULDANE
Ken, think of Kim. This is tearing her apart, but for her to be able to function normally, she has to do what she feels... no... knows what is right. For her.

HARRIS
(long pause)
*sigh* ...dammit! (Harris hits the desk with his fist)


CUT TO:

INT. SHUTTLEBAY

Penoal and Harris are talking, standing next to a shuttle.

PENOAL
I'm sorry, Ken. I can't handle it. I just lost my father, and seeing Stol injured... right next to me... All that was going through my mind was "My God!" Ken!' ".

HARRIS
Kim, I understand... Really, I do. You know I'll miss you, and think of you always. I am not going to stand in your way."

There is an intimate beat between them.

PENOAL
	(trying to put a good face on)
Hey, at least this way, you don't have to worry about me either."

They kiss.

HARRIS
	(softly)
I love you.

PENOAL
I know, hotshot.

She smiles a sad smile.

		PENOAL
I love you too.

Penoal turns and enters the shuttle.

CUT TO:



EXT. SPACE

Close up of the shuttle bay, as it rises to depart. The camera follows the shuttle out (facing the shuttle), showing Harris just standing there, and then he turns and walks away.

As the shuttle (still close to the camera) gets farther away from the Excalibur, the Excalibur is shown taking off in the opposite direction:

FADE OUT.

END ACT THREE

THE END















